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TEXTs Psalm 96s4 "For great is the Lord and greatly to be
praised; . . . ."

I suspect that some o-f you may have had a little trouble
-Following this particular scripture reading, not because it is
too long or its concepts too deep, but because it is poetry and
not narrative- Somehow or other it always seems easier to -follow
narrative, perhaps because poetry is more abstract and o-ften
repetitious. And, if we do not have some kind o-f obvious rhyme or
metre to hold our attention, it is easy for the mind to wander.

And yet we need poetry just the same. Not only for its
beauty, but for the way it expresses thoughts and feelings too
abstract for prose. I suppose the message of this 96th psalm
could be stated in just one short sentences "Great is the Lord,
and greatly to be praised." But somehow that does not have the
same power as the Psalmist way of putting its

"0 sing to the Lord a new song;
sing to the Lord, all the earth!

Sing to the Lord, bless His name;
tell of his salvation from day to day.

Declare his glory among the nations;
his marvelous works among all the peoples!"

Only when something like that has already been said can we feel
the power of that fourth verses "For great is the Lord, and
greatly to be praised."

Well, I hope the power of this 96th psalm has touched you in
some way this morning because I want to talk to you about the
greatness of the Lord. Specifically, I want to pose one of
life's most important questions. For the next fifteen minutes or
so I would like you to ask yourself, "How Great Is Your God?"

But because I want you to deal with this question for
yourselves, I want to do something a little different. Instead
of talking about God directly, I want share with you the story of
Naaman. For, even though he lived a long time ago, Naaman was
much more like us than some people might think. And I would like
to use his story to help us locate some of the spiritual problems
in our own lives.

Let us turn, then, to the fifth chapter of II Kings. There
we discover that Naaman was a Syrian general. He was a mighty
man of valor who stood in high favor with his king. By






